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Presentation Notes
Slides for IOOS - overview of what we funded. 8-9 ESLR 101 with projects, tech assistance, examples of projects we funded (3), final slide link efforts to larger NOS enterprise. Obs, engagement, data to application.Recent Presentations: https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1YFP8NRLxayKv75CRNT5SVIU1yVw3VgJWUZIvD4Aw-M4/edit?usp=sharing https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1qHJWJMOaCq-sKMCkBtcWKmAK9HY9QAcFyqeMC5N4bW0/edit?usp=sharing We have 3 program managers for ESLR within the Competitive Research Program. Sarah and Rebecca started earlier this year, and Trevor has been managing ESLR since 2017. Briefly cover NCCOS activities relevant to NBSTalk about The Effects of Sea Level Rise program approachAnd Project examples and some lessons learned, particularly around NBS from ESLRNEXT



Improve models to capture coastal processes to predict 
coastal change…

and subsequent impacts…

…to inform policy action and land management
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ESLR 101 Since 2015 there have been 5 ESLR competitions, iteratively addressing the need to better understand coastal change and impacts to the natural and built environment. most of the projects have advanced models to predict what coastal inundation and coastline change looks like under sea level rise and climate change, to predict impacts at a relevant scale for coastal decision makers.  Our projects don’t estimate sea level rise or other climate variables (there are others who do that well), our projects focus on adding in or refining our understanding of coastal processes and then predicting future conditions… from there they can then rerun a climate scenario with different management actions or put a project in the model landscape to evaluate it.some of our projects focus more on application - how we actually get something done like improving permitting for thin layer placement.



How many Web-Based Interactive Decision-
Support Tools can evaluate Policy and Land 
Management Projects in Real-Time to guide 

Adaptation of Coastal Urban and Natural 
Ecosystems?...none

What if we 
nourish this 
beach?

What if we move 
infrastructure back?

Where and when  
does it make sense 
to acquire land?
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ESLR 101: ApproachManagement actions or projects evaluated might include land acquisition or nourishing barrier islands with sand or marshes with sediment placement – reconnecting historical waterways to influence sediment delivery and flooding, or a range of gray to green options for flood mitigation. The approaches we support allow us to look at what we do on the coast in a holistic way.   next



Coastal 
Scientist/ 
Ecologists

Physical 
Scientists and 

Engineers

Economist/ 
Social Scientists

Transportation 
Professionals

Pavement 
Engineers

ESLR uses a co-production 
approach and transdisciplinary 
research teams.

Extension 
Experts
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ESLR ApproachOur projects Include interdisciplinary scientists including ecologists and other coastal scientists, engineers, economists and social scientists; and now recently include transportation professionals and pavement engineers, and of course extension experts, which often includes OCM and Sea Grant folks. And, at the proposal stage the teams have already identified end users of the work to ensure the science can be applied to decision making and how they will meet with them throughout the project.This creates an end to end science to management framework - though we can’t fund the projects, which empowers us to partner with others and encourage integration of advisory members that can use the science and recently we have been trying to bake in the support by partnering.next



There are 20 active projects from recent ESLR competitions

● 2023 competition focussed on technical 
assistance for adaptation planning.

● Resulted in 8 new awards
○ 3 with  “base”funds
○ 5 with IRA funds

● Projects can be found on the ESLR Program 
Page.
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ESLR 101: Competitionsfor the scope of the program. We have 20 active awards around the country, represented by those yellow dots. Annually, we execute 4-5M a year on research. Our 2 most recent competitions are shown here. 2021 FFO focused on Nature based solutions around the country and partnered with Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) to advance NBS and we both contributed funds to support these projects and build ground breaking interdisciplinary teams 2023 FFO focused on advancing mature approaches that can predict NBS performance to inform support for project proposals to other programs or installation with existing funds  in partnership with FEMA Building Resilient Infrastructure Program and NFWF National Coastal Resilience fund. This is aimed towards ensuring effective NBS related work is supported by BIL and IRA resources among others.**We often talk with folks across NOAA and in the interagency space about science gaps and goals and potential collaboration points.  At this point, it’s challenging to envision  future funding opportunities without intentional collaboration woven in from the very beginning. 

https://coastalscience.noaa.gov/science-areas/climate-change/ecological-effects-sea-level-rise-program/


What approach saves $ ? Who is Impacted?

Sluice Gate and 
Dunes

Dune Only

6

Possible Actions:

Schroder  et al. 2022 https://doi.org/10.3389/fmars.2022.1052373

ESLR TA projects will aim to inform effective NBS projects
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ESLR TA ExampleThe ESLR TA program resulted in 8 projects around the country that are two years in length for the purpose of informing proposals to big funding programs that fund projects. Many programs fail to see proposals with designs that have an expectation of performance, and even fewer that involve NBS and expectation of performance. Most of these 8 projects allow for considering planning at holistic corridor level and range from multiple natural to conventional flood mitigation actions simultaneously, as well as phased actions. This includes Connecting inundation to socioeconomic datasets. This is increasingly what we hear is needed to make progress on coastal resilience and to identify opportunities for natural and nature based features.This is an example of one of those approaches in Marina del Rey where they were looking at either using a sluice gate to  protect the harbor or dune installation to protect the community, so they run the COSMO flood model and then are able to inform  who is impacted using FEMA HAZUS.In this case if you just protect the harbor, you actually end up flooding the city where there are lower income, while if you only protect that region you flood the harbor, so you need multiple actions in this case. But they are able to look at the multiple actions, even if not as natural as we like due to urbanized region, this is a need we often hear. next------

https://doi.org/10.3389/fmars.2022.1052373


Assessment of Flood Adaptation Options in Los Angeles County
● Local governance: This viewer 

provided proof by LA County Chair 
that stormwater infrastructure was 
inequitable. 

● Co-create three county-wide flood 
risk adaptation strategies

● Characterize the benefits, costs, 
and tradeoffs with respect to social, 
economic, and ecological goals

● Facilitate results into municipal and 
county adaptation plans
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This project team also illustrates the value of processed based approaches that can couple physical, ecological, social, and economic approaches to inform decision making. This study was able to help local government see inequality in their stormwater system. They Considered hydro-financing and how flood risk will change under sea level rise and under different actions, and finally demonstrated that their TMDL limits they were spending millions to meet were actually so strict that their coast was being starved of sediment. �We don’t only fund projects that develop these complex process based approaches as there is a need for more simplified design guidance. next---one additional lesson we see over and over again is that  timely, and accessible outputs can help drive intelligent local governance. ---Would it be safe to say that sanders has researched both habitat change due to combined sedimentation dynamics and SLR in addition to the socioeconomic implications of flooding? https://coastalscience.noaa.gov/news/communicating-and-understanding-ecosystem-services-assessments-with-coastal-stakeholders-obstacles-and-opportunities/ https://coastalscience.noaa.gov/project/modeling-tools-manage-sediment-sustainable-southern-california/https://coastalscience.noaa.gov/project/multi-objective-assessment-of-flood-adaptation-options-in-los-angeles-county/
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ESLR leverages many components of NOAA
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NOS enterprise. Obs, engagement, data to application.Would love to think about ho we continue to leverage NOAA assets. 
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Questions

ESLR Program Managers
Trevor Meckley

Trevor.Meckley@noaa.gov
Rebecca Atkins

Rebecca.Atkins@noaa.gov
Sarah Pease

Sarah.Pease@noaa.gov Dr. Trevor Meckley Dr. Rebecca 
Atkins

Dr. Sarah 
Pease

David.Kidwell@noaa.gov
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NOS enterprise. Obs, engagement, data to application.Would love to think about ho we continue to leverage NOAA assets. 
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